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Ah, Venice!

"To build a city where it is impossible to build a

city is madness in itself, but to build there one

of the most elegant and grandest of cities is

the madness of genius."  - Alexander Herzen



Historical Venice

• 118 islands and around 150 canals

• Originally populated by Roman refugees

• Staging area for the crusades

• Trade center until the end of the 17th century

• First city in Europe to require street lights

• Seized Constantinople in 1204, weakening the
Byzantine empire

• Richest city in Europe at the end of the 13th century

• Decline due to new trade routes opening, war with
Turkey and black death



More on Venice

• Gondolas were original transportation, now for
tourists and ceremonies

• Vaporetti, waterbuses, take people around now

• Acqua Alta, or high water, occurs when the tide
comes in for about 1 or 2 hours and floods the streets

• Venice’s lions represent her history. Triumphant lions
represent victory in battle; despairing lions, losses
from the plague; sad lions mourn lost sons and
gleeful lions smile at a football victory.



Our Hotel:

Foresteria Fondazione Levi

    We are staying in rooms run by the Fondazione Ugo

e Olga Levi, a place for musical studies since 1962.

It was originally a palace, built in the early 1600s, but

now hosts a school, conventions, conferences,

seminaries and concerts. We are staying in a wing of

the palace, which is open to visitors to help pay for

the costs of the institution.



Piazza San Marco

Piazza San Marco is Venice’s main square,
which is built off what was the original
Doge’s (Duke’s) palace. Here is where
Venice displayed its rich culture while it
was in its heydey.

It still functions as the political and religious
center. And people still flock here to enjoy
Venice. In the evening many of the cafes
offer live music. During the acqua alta, St.
Mark’s can flood, since it is so close to the
San Marco Basin. The building with bars,
across from the palace, is the old prison.



St. Mark!s Basilica

This large church dominates

Piazza San Marco. It is a

combination of styles – from

Byzantine to Gothic to

Muslim. It is considered one

of the most interesting

churches in Europe.



Towers:
The Clock Tower & Campanile

The clock tower, once bright, now

has two weathered giants who

strike the hour. Many famous

cityscapes of Venice are taken

from the Campanile. It used to be

a lighthouse, but collapsed in

1902. It was rebuilt in 1912 and is

currently being shored up against

an old crack and the acqua alta.



Correr Museum

The quiet Correr Museum offers Venetian statues and a view into
the life of a Doge. We can see the government offices, armory and
National Library while we are here. We will also run into the Bellini
family – a highly influential family in the Venice art scene.

Source: aboutvenice.org



Doge!s Palace

This pink, Venetian Gothic building housed the government of
one of the most prominent cities in Europe. The Doge lived here
and Europe was amazed that Venice could survive, nay thrive,
without a monarchy.

The inside reflects the splendor and Republican values of the
doges. Originally built in 800, most of the expansion occurred
after 1300, when Venice was in its prime. The palace is
connected to the Basilica, representing a union of church and
state. The Bridge of Sighs reaches across the canal to the prison.



Accademia Artsy cities in Italy have one of
these large art academies.
Venice’s happens to be right
across the canal from our hotel.
Founded in 1750 as an art and
architecture school, it now houses
Venetian masterpieces.

Venetian art is characterized by its
use of color. This could have been
due, in part, to the trade routes
bringing in exotic dyes. In a city
with the colorful tradition of
Carnivale, this seems fitting.
Madonnas, nudes and Venice itself
are all popular subjects.



When in Rome

“All roads indeed lead to Rome, but theirs also
is a more mystical destination, some bourne
of which no traveller knows the name, some
city, they all seem to hint, even more eternal.”

- Richard Le Gallienne

“Rome was a poem pressed into service as a
city.”

- Anatole Broyard



History of Rome

• It wasn’t built in a day - in fact, it’s two and half
thousand years old

• Almost 3 million people (Seattle has about 600,000)
and 500 sq miles

• Supposedly founded by the twins Romulus and
Remus on 21 April 753 BC

• When Rome fell between 500-1500 all of Europe felt
the impact, since it was a cultural and intellectual
center



Rome: Quick Facts

• Should be between 45° and 70° while we are there

• Homogenous country – 92% Italian, most Roman-born

• Economy is based on service industries, technology

and universities

• Scary drivers and lots of pickpockets. Pickpockets

pose as businessmen and tourists. Gangs of children

will distract you while their buddies steal from you.



Our Hotel: Hotel Nardizzi

Cute and convenient to…



The Caesar Shuffle:

We shuffle from the Colosseum to the Roman Forum

up the Palantine Hill.



The Colosseum

“Goofy gladiators” (they try to pose with you for a picture - for a
fee) and pickpockets abound at the Colosseum. The Colosseum
was the equivalent to our football arenas, and was built on the
same principle – fit as many people inside as possible. Function,
not beauty was the goal here.

Most of the spectacles were gladiators fighting each other or
animals, but it was also used as a sort of theater. Up to 500,000
people and 1 million animals may have died here. The
destruction is partly due to earthquakes and mostly from
recycling of the stones during the Middle Ages.

The Arch of Constantine rises above after we exit and marks the
time when Christianity became mainstream.



The Roman Forum

Via Sacra runs through the Forum. This is where victorious Romans would
parade through town showing off their newly acquired wealth and prisoners.

The Arch of Titus was built by the 50,000 Jewish slaves the Romans
brought back after sacking Jerusalem. Giant arches are all that is left of the
Basilica of Constantine.

The main square of the Forum once held temples, government offices and
courts. Rome’s official center of government was the Curia or Senate
House. The building was built in 283 A.D.  and has survived because it was
used as a church until the 1930s.



Palantine Hill

The Palantine Hill
holds the remains
of the Imperial
Palace as well as
the hut of Romulus
and Remus – dating
back to 850 B.C.



Pantheon

This is one of Rome’s best-
preserved structures and an
engineering feat. It is surrounded
by a number of small churches. It
was originally dedicated to all the
“pagan” gods, so people had a
central location to go worship
whoever they pleased. The widely
recognized oculus is 30 ft across.
Modern tombs have been added
since the building was converted
to a Christian church.



Vatican City

Apart from being the center of Catholicism, Vatican City is its own country
(population 824).

The Vatican Library, is one of the oldest in the world. It houses 75,000
manuscripts, 1.1 million books and the Vatican Secret Archives. While it
has the oldest-known manuscript of the Bible, it has scientific, law and
historical items as well. And it is closed to the public right now.



The Vatican Museum

Vatican City greatly influenced

Roman art. The Vatican, with

its vast resources, sponsored

many artists. The Vatican

Museum is huge and contains

many important paintings and

sculptures, mummies, frescoes

and tapestries. It leads into the

Sistine Chapel.



The Sistine Chapel

Michelangelo’s famous

chapel ceiling shows

the history of the world

since creation. The

chapel itself is the

Pope’s personal chapel

and the site of papal

elections.



St. Peter!s Square & Basilica

St. Peter’s Basilica is the
greatest Christian church ever.
It was built over the tomb of
St. Peter, and its crypt holds
many other bodies. St. Peter’s
square, designed by Bernini,
welcomes worshippers in.

The church is two-football
fields long and covers 6 acres.
This church can hold 60,000
people – more than the
Colosseum.



The National Museum

Walk through the history of Rome in a mere two

hours at this museum. We’ll see the heads of many

Roman rulers, well, their likenesses anyway. Famous

Greek statues and copies of Greek statues are here

because the ancient Romans were engineers, not

artists. One of the more famous copies is the Discus

Thrower. We can admire how wealthy Romans lived

– with frescoes and mosaics.



Borghese Gallery

Housed in a villa with luscious
gardens, the Borghese Gallery
is more than just another art
museum. Bernini, a sculptor,
architect, painter, engineer and
interior decorator, is one of the
most prolific Roman artists. If
Bernini were a saint, he’d be the
patron saint of this art gallery.
We already visited some of his
works yesterday, remember?



Cortona

Cortona is set atop a 1,700 ft hill in Tuscany, and was one of the

largest Etruscan settlements.  The city was made famous by the

movie Under the Tuscan Sun.  The entire city is walled and other

than Via Nazionale, there is hardly a level street to be found.



Our Hotel: Hostel San Marco

• 13th century palace turned convent

turned hostel

• We’ll be sleeping in a family room with

our own bathroom



Things to do in Cortona

• Etruscan and Diocesan Musuems

The Etruscan museum contains lots of gold
and artifacts from the Etruscans.  Nobody
knows exactly where the Etruscans came
from, but they are the original Italians.

The Diocesan museum houses art from the
town churches, including some from Luca
Signorelli who was born here.

• Visit Assisi, a nearby hill town



Firenze (Florence)

“In Paris, you learn wit, in London you learn

to crush your social rivals, and in Florence

you learn poise.” - Virgil Thomson



Florence Facts

• Established in 59 B.C. for Julius Caesar!s

retired soldiers

• Wool was one of the first major industries

• Florence became Italy!s capital in 1865, but is

now capital of Tuscany

• Parts of Florence were destroyed by the

Germans in WWII



Our Hotel: Hotel Maxim

• Around the corner

from the Easter

Festivities

• Near the Duomo

Source: http://www.hotelmaximfirenze.it/



Giotto!s Campanile

View Florence after climbing 414

steps to the top of the almost 278 ft

bell tower.  The top 3 levels are each

built larger than the one before, so

from ground level they each look

exactly the same size.  Designed by

Giotti and finished by Pisano, who

was already famous for the Baptistry

Doors.



Baptistery Doors

This octagonal structure is one of the
oldest buildings in Florence (1059-
1128).  Until the end of the 19th century,
all Catholic Florentines were baptized
here.  The south doors were created by
Pisano, but the famous North Doors
were created by Ghiberti - he spent 21
years on them, and an additional 27
years on the East Doors (dubbed The
Gates of Paradise according to
Michelangelo).  The originals are in the
Duomo museum.



Medici Chapel

! Contains the tomb of Lorenzo the Magnificent, and
many other dead people.

! Completely designed and created by Michelangelo
(he personally knew 3 of the 4 Medici including
Lorenzo) when he was in his 50s.  Features the
statues of Dusk and Dawn, and Night and Day.

! Work was interrupted during the revolution, and
afterwards he left for Rome to paint the Sistine
Chapel.



Accademia

A former art school,

Accademia houses

Michelangelo’s statue of

David.  Although

Michelangelo’s statues are

the highlight, the art

museum also presents

Venetian painting

chronologically up through

the 18th century.



Bargello & Duomo Museums

Bargello Museum

A former guard building

turned art museum.  Houses

4 different versions of David

and works by Michelangelo

and Donatello.

Duomo Museum

Contains the original

Baptistry doors and statues

from the Duomo.



Uffizi Gallery

Large art gallery,
featuring Botticelli’s
Birth of Venus,
Raphael’s self portrait,
Botticelli’s La

Primavera and
hundreds of others.
Housed in the old
Government Office
(Uffizi) buildings.

Source: www.prints.co.nz



Scoppio Del Carro - Easter

Flag tossing and parading

about in bright, vintage

Florentine costumes.  An ox-

drawn cart full of fireworks is

pulled into the Duomo

square.  The Bishop lights a

dove shaped rocket which

travels to the cart in the

middle of the square and

lights off the fireworks.



Transportation

• Venice: Vaporettos, Feet

• Rome: Feet, Metro

• Cortona: Bus, Feet

• Florence: Feet

• Between Cities: Train



What To Pack

Nightshirt. Especially for women.

Money

Clothing

Documents and photocopies. Passport, airline ticket, driver's license. Carry photocopies separately in your

luggage and keep the originals in your money belt.

Money. Debit card for ATM withdrawals, a credit card, and $400 in cash as a backup. Call companies

before you leave to notify them you’ll be out of the country.

Money belt. Lightweight and low-profile beige is best.

Tie/scarf. For instant respectability - something lightweight that can make you look snazzy.

Jacket. Bring a light and water-resistant windbreaker that has a hood. Gore-Tex is good if you expect rain

(we might).

One pair of shoes. Take a well-used, light pair, with good traction. Sturdy, low-profile tennis shoes with a

good tread are fine, too.

Underwear and socks. Bring five sets (lighter dries quicker).

Pants. Bring two pairs: lightweight cotton or linen. Button-down wallet pockets are safest.

Sweater or Lightweight Fleece. Warm and dark is best — for layering and dressing up.

Shirts. Bring up to five short-sleeved or long-sleeved shirts in a cotton/polyester blend.



Packing Continued

Other Items

Small daypack. This is great for carrying your sw eater, camera, literature, and picnic goodies w hile you leave your large

bag at the hotel or train station. Fanny packs are magnets for pickpockets and should never be used as money belts

Camera. A digital camera and a high-capacity memory card.

Wristw atch.

Toiletries

Snacks. Some of the museums take hours, so bring some bars for emergency snacks.

*Adapters. Electrical plugs.

Address list, if  you w ant to send postcards.

*Travel information. Rick Steve’s

*Soap. Not all hotels provide soap.

*Sealable plastic baggies. Get a variety of sizes. Bring extras for the f light home, as they can be hard to f ind in Europe.

Bring a little toilet paper or tissue packets. Spot remover. (Shout w ipes)

Sunscreen and sunglasses.

Extra eyeglasses, contact lenses, and prescriptions. Contact solutions are w idely available in Europe.

Medicine and vitamins. Keep medicine in original containers, if  possible, w ith legible prescriptions.

Earplugs, if  night noises bother you. Eye mask for trains & airplanes.



References:

!Wikipedia
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!Hotel & Sight websites


